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Foreword
 
 
Sally Thomas is a poet who has looked out upon the world through 
the senses as with the intellect, in an intensity of engagement that is 
rare in the poetry of any age. Thomas first sees and then embodies, in 
precise language and the strict patterns of formal verse, her observations 
of people, places, weather, flora, and fauna, in a universe that has been 
called an “open mystery,” yet which can also be understood, in Christian 
terms, as the Creation brought into being by God as the first and greatest 
Maker, and celebrated by Thomas as a “maker” (poet) herself, engaged 
in the craft (the “mystery”) of verse. Thomas has, as once was said of C.S. 
Lewis, “a mind awake.” What she sees and gives us are perceptions of a 
richer, fuller world.

The title of her collection—Motherland—captures, in a single word, 
this fuller world: Thomas’s own motherhood; Mother Nature; the 
maternal birthing of poems; English as Thomas’s mother tongue (she 
lived for some years in Cambridge, England, the Mother Country, where 
some poems are set); Mother Church (Thomas is a convert to Roman 
Catholicism); and Mary as the Mother of God, especially as Mary is 
seen in the remarkable sequence, Richeldis of Walsingham, which closes 
the book.

Like Wordsworth, or Hopkins, Thomas has the power to remove the 
scales of custom from our eyes so that we see the world anew—or perhaps 
better said, we see the world in something approaching its wholeness. The 
world she perceives is material but more than matter alone. It is also a 
world of spirit, myth, sacramental sign, and incarnation. As Blake wrote, 
“The Atoms of Democritus/ And Newton’s Particles of Light/ Are sands 
upon the Red Sea shore/ Where Israel’s tents do shine so bright.” Or, 
as Thomas herself says, looking at the stars, deep in night, in the poem 
“Lamplight,” “More light than theirs seemed hidden in that place.”
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Thomas’s poems are, and are about, what may be called literal symbols 
speaking for themselves, the sign and the thing as one, an imitation of, and, 
ultimately, a participation in the Eucharist of the church and a Eucharist of 
creation. As the Roman Catholic Welsh poet David Jones deeply believed, 
to be human is to “act ‘sacramentally’”; for it is the nature of man to be a 
maker of myths and signs that have been “extending frontiers the other 
side of time” and that reveal, as Jacques Maritain has called it, the radiance 
of the ontological mystery. Such poetry is a kind of thanksgiving.

In order to see and then embody in words this fuller, more radiant 
world, Thomas aspires to what the great English poet Geoffrey Hill once 
called a poem: “an act of total attention.” Such attention must be wholly 
realized in the words of the poem, and, like many other poets, Thomas 
knows the power, ambiguity, shared ownership, and limits of language. 
As she says, “We think in a language/ At once ours and not ours” (“New 
Year’s Day”)—as with a word spoken in a wedding vow: “. . . cleave,/ That 
strange word that means/ Its opposite.” Therefore the poet must hone 
language to her purpose. As she says of the birds in “White Morning, 
Crows,” “They speak a language/ Distilled to one syllable,// Seamless and 
sharp/ As what I want to say.”

What Thomas wants to say is both embedded in, and yet also filtered 
through, many subjects keenly observed: her life as wife and mother, a 
minor constellation, birds (falcon, starling, crow), deer apples, the habits of 
bees, her garden like Eden in its fallen state, the church’s liturgical calendar, 
the sounds and rhythms of a baby nursing blending with changes rung on 
church bells nearby—and many more.

Lines from “Poem in Advent” illustrate Thomas’s method at its best. 
The poem begins with a picture. (Thomas’s titles often seem like the titles of 
paintings though her poems are not static word pictures but full of action.)

At twilight the poplars, upright and naked,
Wear starlings like restless leaves. Unafflicted

By the cold, they come and go in noisy shifts,
Filling the trees, free-falling into updrafts

Which lift them—corporate, voluntary smoke-rings—
To surf the air above the roofs.
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By the poem’s end, this seemingly purely natural depiction becomes 
something enhanced by the poet’s observation that the bare trees—backlit 
by a fiery twilight—hold the birds in darkness in a way that is subtly 
suggestive of something beyond mere description:

                                                              The clamorous starling
Host rises, falls, a black swirling

On the sky. As one winged mind, it comes to roost
Where there’s no shelter, only wet branches tossed

Like skeleton flames, ignited by the wind.
Darkness, careful, cups them in its hand.

Read carefully, these lines—without in any way disturbing or distorting 
the accuracy of the mere observation of starlings, twilight, dark, and 
trees—bring together the natural order and the Christian understanding 
of Advent and the Incarnation with a divinely encompassing protectiveness 
and love. Behind Thomas’s lines we all but hear those prophetic words 
spoken during Advent: “The people that have walked in darkness have 
seen a great light” (Isaiah 9:2).

Near the end of the first of the two major sections of Motherland is 
a poem entitled “Bees.” Like the starlings of “Poem in Advent,” the bees 
are on a journey through the world. And like the minor constellation the 
Giraffe or like seagulls—of which Thomas writes in other poems—the 
bees lack any conscious knowledge of purpose or intention or final end. 
Yet these creatures, in their own way, are as the poet is—going through 
life on her own “pilgrimage of habit” not only as a thinker, Homo sapiens, 
but also as Homo faber (“man the maker”), in her case, the maker as poet 
practicing the habits of the craft.

The second half of Motherland balances the first half in also being about 
a pilgrimage and motherhood, this time, that of Mary the Mother of Christ 
and the story of the famous shrine to Mary at Walsingham, England.1

1 My comments on the poems in the sequence Richeldis of Walsingham are 
adapted from my review of Thomas’s chapbook by the same title. This review was 
originally published in Dappled Things: A Quarterly of Ideas, Art, and Faith, Candlemas 
2018, 13.1, 109–114.
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Richeldis of Walsingham was a Saxon noblewoman who, in 1061, had 
visions of the Virgin Mary in which Richeldis was transported to the 
Holy Family’s house in Nazareth. Mary told Richeldis to build a replica 
of this house in Walsingham as a shrine for veneration by pilgrims. And 
so, over the next almost five hundred years, the Shrine of Our Lady of 
Walsingham—with its holy well and spring—came to be, after Canterbury 
with its Shrine of St. Thomas Becket, the second most popular destination 
in England for pilgrims. It became known as “England’s Nazareth.”

At the Slipper Chapel, these pilgrims—including even a younger Henry 
VIII—removed their shoes to walk the final “Holy Mile” to the Marian 
shrine. In 1538, during the time of the dissolution of the monasteries, 
the shrine at Walsingham, along with nearby monastic orders and their 
buildings, was suppressed and destroyed. Its statue of Mary was taken 
away to London where, in September of 1538, it was publicly burned. 
But the shrine could not be obliterated from the memory of the people, 
and, in the late nineteenth and the twentieth century, both an Anglican 
and a Roman Catholic shrine were built in Walsingham, which city now 
receives thousands of pilgrims every year.

Thomas’s poems about Richeldis, the shrine, Walsingham, the natural 
beauty of Norfolk, and other people associated with the shrine range 
widely over time. Three that share the same title richeldis circa 1080—
are about the shrine’s founder. The other poems have double titles—the 
same word, but given first in Anglo-Saxon and then in modern English. 
This journeying through time and through the history of the language is 
thus interwoven with the history of the shrine: its founding in 1061, its 
destruction in 1538, its rebuilding in the twentieth century, and its eternal 
significance as a doorway between this world and the world beyond.

The spirit of the late Middle Ages is beautifully captured in what is 
perhaps this section’s finest poem: “wife (woman) 1323.” Spoken by a 
lady who married her lord when he was thirty and she was just fourteen, 
the poem begins with the marriage ceremony:

Thirty to my fourteen: my wedded lord.
The church so cold our white breaths colored
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The air, small clouds
The shape of words
I scarcely remembered afterwards.

But soon her husband falls sick of some contagious disease, and the young 
wife stays by his side, day and night, until he dies: “His hand cooled in 
mine.” Now, she visits his resting-place inside the church:

Each morning at Mass
My shadow falls across
His staring face

Graven into the floor. Once
I went back alone and knelt to kiss
The polished slab that keeps his bones in place.

Taken as a whole, Thomas’s Richeldis poems are a fascinating history 
of the Shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham. There is no single narrative line 
followed chronologically. Rather, the poems are lyrical meditations that 
combine precise imagery of everyday human experiences and of natural 
beauty with elusive yet fascinating states of soul, mind, and feeling. And 
the skillful use of enjambment, full rhymes, and partial rhymes adds a 
kind of resonant quietude to this world of the commonplace and the 
mystical. The Richeldis poems succeed admirably in creating memorable 
and evocative scenes from the long history of the shrine—including 
pilgrims, the people of Walsingham, the shrine itself, and the natural 
beauty of Norfolk that are associated with it.

 
 

The poems of Sally Thomas are poems in which the act of looking 
at the world in all its depth and complexity is just about as close as 
possible to being fully realized in the corresponding “world” of poetic 
language and form. And the verses are compelling because in every line 
something is at stake: our very understanding of creation, the human 
condition, and the mystery of thought and its language that link us, 
however imperfectly, to what may be called the given world. As Thomas 
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says in “Frost,” “Tricky winter light and my own eye/ Bend the world, if 
not to beauty, then/ To strangeness.”

In the end, the world that Thomas so deeply apprehends is—for 
the human observer—a place of danger, wonder, beauty, evil, good, 
relationship, isolation, anxiety, passion, pain, and adventure. Yet this 
world seems to exist in and of itself, unaware, and thus indifferent to the 
human need to know and interpret and give a meaning to things, perhaps 
even to disclose a meaning somehow already embedded in things.

This is the riven ground that the poet as wordsmith, sign maker, and 
builder of metaphorical-symbolic bridges is called upon to cross. In so 
doing, the poet comes closer to seeing things in their fullness of being, as 
in Thomas’s poem “Lookout Mountain”: “When all the earth is wheeling 
with the stars/ Through darkness. . . / . . . Creation begs the driving-all-
night mind/ Behind the wheel, Look out—Look out—Look out—.” To 
look out: to beware, to be a-ware, and to look outside the window of the 
self at the world—this is our privilege as human beings as we journey 
through time, going along upon the pilgrim way to the end of our own 
lives, to Walsingham—a shrine restored—and then at last to a greater 
restoration yet to be.

David Middleton
Poet in Residence Emeritus
Nicholls State University
Thibodaux, Louisiana
February 2019
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Change-Ringing
 
You remember church bells, mainly,
A wordless shape-note singing
On the sky. Nightly, daily,
As the baby fed, their ringing
 
Echoed the rhythm of sigh
And suck, the lashes fluttering
On the flushed cheek. You try
To sort through images cluttering
 
Your mind’s dark attic, and
That’s what you come up with: bells.
Not your baby’s fisted hand,
His warm and varied smells,
 
His wandering slate-blue gaze,
The dampness of his hair.
What you find are clanging days
And midnights in some chair,
 
Half-dreaming, while that clamor
Wavered the windowpane.
Caught by the memory’s glamor,
You nod in your chair again,
 
And nurse this living weight
Your heart’s received. What of it?
Recalling bells in the twilight,
Distractedly you love it.
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In That Place
 
Sometimes from the window you’d see a woman pass
In the street below, bent to the task of pushing
 
Her baby’s pram heavy with daily shopping.
You’d see her plod through rain, her thoughts opaque
 
To you as the sky that veiled the wet white sun.
You too had a pram, and children. You walked beneath windows.
 
You pushed your little loneliness up the road.
In those distant days, your days were made of footsteps,
 
To school, to market, across Midsummer Common,
Along the towpath, where narrowboats rode their moorings.
 
Remember that boat you loved for her name alone:
Unthinkable. There, again, you’ve thought of her.
 
You walked into town, past shops selling halal meats,
Buckets of brussels sprouts knobbled and alien,
 
Their stalks looking ready to burst into glorious bloom,
If you didn’t know better. See, this too you remember.
 
You must have existed. There were your children. Always
You stopped at the bakery first to buy them sausage rolls.
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One baby cried. Another uncurled inside you,
Thumping her hidden fists on the taut, slick walls.
 
Everywhere you went, you were her motherland.
Night fell. In the rain, headlights ran downstream.
 
Looking up, you’d see the lamps left on
In a window—yours—exhaling gold in the dark.
 
Home was a thing you made out of light and warmth.
Life is a thing you make of what you’ve discovered
 
Behind you: rain, children, yes, and loneliness,
That lullaby you find yourself humming now
 
As you lean your forehead against the cold dark window
And see, in the street, a young woman walking by
 
Pushing a baby. What does she hope will happen?
She turns the corner. None of us can stay.
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Obscure Constellation in Winter
 
Bare trees snag the sunset now. No birds
Gather in the slanted light to call
The evening in. Graying, bald, it girds
 
Itself against itself. At this hour, all
The little varied fires you tried to start
Sink to embers. Dirty dishes oversprawl
 
Your kitchen. The whole house threatens to outsmart
You again. Today, on rising, you made coffee.
You made the bed. You meant to make an art
 
Of work. A gift. Felt nothing. Didn’t see
Your purpose there. The stars cannot love God—
Or so you’ve read—because they are not free.
 
I don’t love God, I think you might have said
As you swept clean, again, again, your floors:
Dust-drifts, cobwebs, a single crisply dead
 
Cockroach. Out, out. At least you took no prisoners,
You say. Tonight, the Giraffe’s begun to shine
In his faint, frosted uphill winter course.
 
He perseveres. Of course he’ll never win,
Or lose, either. He’ll simply go on being
Almost invisible, but there. By some volition
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Not his own, he’ll run. He’s neither fleeing
Any enemy, nor pressing to any goal.
It’s not himself he pleases. Deaf, unseeing,
 
He glitters in the heavens’ upturned bowl.
As you step, tearful, into the bracing air,
Shut the door behind you. Reclaim your soul.
 
Decide to. From your back step, find him there.
Perhaps something will come to you, some words
That as you think them almost could be prayer.
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Angelus
 
Be it done, you say, a noonday habit.
Unconceived, your children wait for you.
Neat rows of them hang quiet in the mind’s
Upstairs closet. Like dresses never worn,
 
Your unconceived children have been waiting.
You told them that of course you’d wear them all
Someday. The upstairs closet’s long locked,
A room outside your life. Now you stand praying
 
As you might stand there wondering what to wear.
Somehow it’s never this dress, never that one.
With room now in your life, you stand praying.
One of them could choose you by surprise.
 
Would it be this dress? That dress? Somehow you
Don’t care. They’re timeless, never out of style.
One of them could choose you. The surprise
Would become you, as now sky-blue becomes you,
 
Carefree, timeless, never out of style.
Be it done to me, you say, according—
The words become you, though you’re feeling blue,
Praying at your desk like this. Today
 
One thing may be done, and not the other.
Does this mean hope, or does it mean despair?
You’re praying at your desk, and it’s today,
When anything might happen. But those dresses,
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Dark, unworn, locked upstairs in your mind,
Mock your nakedness. Hope feels like despair.
Still, anything can happen, any day
You wear your noonday habit. What’s done is done.
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Hindsight
 
Silence fell at daybreak, when an early
Riser or a late-to-bedder might
Glance out into nothingness, pierced only
By a bicycle’s flickering red taillight
 
Dwindling into gray, a seagoing boat
That breasts the morning tide and, traveling down
The world’s hazy curve, is lost to sight.
My memory likewise sets out from the known
 
World of things I’m sure I saw and heard,
Into murky unmapped waters. If I wrote,
Those were happier days, at which false word
Would the anchor drag? Or the opposite—
 
I cried buying clementines in the market—
If I say it, I cannot make it true,
Or truer than it is. Coins in my pocket?
Yes. Were they enough? That, I don’t know.
 
I see now, in my mind, the clear pondwater
Aspect of a gusty winter sunset.
Starlings swirl like sediment. My daughter
Says—what?—as I watch them. I forget.
 
I remember how things looked, our narrow flat,
The lane rain-silvered. I can almost hear
Wind shivering through our windows. More than that?
It isn’t there. It isn’t anywhere.




